A.) SPINDLE SIZE (INNER AND OUTER BEARING SIZE)
   - 1-1/16" x 1-1/16"
   - 1-1/16" x 1-3/8"
   - 1-1/4" x 1-3/4"

B.) SPRING CENTER
   - 

C.) TRACK (HUB FACE TO HUB FACE or TIRE CENTER LINE TO TIRE CENTER LINE)
   - 

D.) AXLE TUBE CROSS SECTION
   - 1-1/12" x 1-1/2"
   - 2" x 2"
   - 2" x 3"

E.) STRAIGHT or VEE

BRAKE PLATE STYLE?
- 4-HOLE SQUARE
- 5-HOLE ROUND

AXLE LOCATION?
- OVER SPRING
- UNDER SPRING

DO YOU NEED?
- HUBS: NONE
- BRAKES: NONE
- SPRINGS: # NEEDED
- DOUBLE EYE LENGTH (EYE TO EYE)
- SINGLE EYE LENGTH (EYE TO TAIL)
- NUMBER OF LEAFS PER SPRING
- AXLE/SPRING HARDWARE MOUNT KIT

DISCLAIMER: Custom manufactured axles, defined as axles for non Magic Tilt trailers, are built to customers' specifications as detailed on this worksheet. Custom axles are neither returnable nor refundable when accurately built to customer's specifications.

COMMENTS/SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS